MARKETS

PHARMACY

Eike Liekweg defined the main criteria for the sales strategy, “We first need to decide which markets we are approaching with direct and indirect
methods and then align our organization to this.”
The advantage of the direct channel for agnion
is the customer proximity. Regular feedback
enables products to be continually optimized,
leading to greater customer satisfaction and
higher turnover.

Success in the
Pharmacy Channel
By Pete Caldwell, Gareth Fitzgerald
and Marco Occhetta

The indirect approach to other markets keeps
the sales force streamlined and flexible, while
reducing costs.
The challenge is to decide which method brings
the most benefit for the company in each market.
The following questions helped to align the sales
organization:
Which regions will have company sales offices?
Where will we have our own sales representative
but no fixed branch?
Which sales partners support us in the regions
without a physical presence there and what
are the conditions that they require?
When defining its marketing strategy, agnion took
advice and support from external specialists
but contributed actively to the process itself.
agnion staff ascertained the specific needs
of its customers in 20 individual telephone interviews. The aim was to find out precisely what
their customers wanted, in order to increase the
chances of success that their product would have
on the market. Marketing materials and activities must therefore reflect the customer‘s own benefit arguments. The interviews also helped to
define the overriding marketing messages that
the company was to use.

Strategy realization – ready for action
The last step in the market entry strategy is to plan
the actual implementation. agnion translated its
strategy into action using the “Strategy Map” tool:
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Introduction
The “Strategy Map” helps to integrate and
organize the defined measures along a time line.
As Dr. Mey explains, “We defined a total of 40
measures. However, to realize them, we needed to be more specific. We need to set a fixed
target, procedure, milestones, responsibilities
and budget for each measure. The staff involved
in individual measures are then given a detailed
measure sheet explaining their work.” Controlling process ensure continual monitoring of the
measure realization.
Since a strategy defines a common goal and a
joint journey towards this goal, agnion wanted to
ensure that all its staff were informed about and
understand the new market entry concept. A
joint weekend in the idyllic Bavarian countryside
provided the ideal backdrop for the company
to step out of hectic day-to-day operations and
reflect on the joint vision and their commitment
towards it.
Christian Schlenker, Senior Consultant, Tefen Germany
Source: Mark Z. Jacobson and Mark A. DeLucchi: Plan für
eine emissionsfreie Welt bis 2030. In: Spektrum der Wissenschaft December 2009, p. 80-87
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Pharmacies represent a potential sales channel
for both life sciences companies and fast-moving
consumer-goods (FMCG) companies. However
this channel differs from other traditional channels (surgeries and hospitals for life sciences
companies, and supermarkets for FMCGs) in
many ways, and needs to be carefully managed
if a success is to be made of it.
For life sciences companies, pharmacies
represent a highly profitable alternative to the
traditional GP and hospital channels in which
to sell medical devices and drugs. As a general
trend, healthcare provision in both the public
and private sectors is evolving significantly as
providers pursue cost containment measures.
Buyers are adopting a more sophisticated and
price-sensitive approach, purchasing centers
have a stronger role within hospitals, competitive tenders are increasingly important, generic
providers are gaining market share and new
communication technologies represent both
opportunities and threats for the manufacturers.
These changes force life sciences companies to
review their sales strategy in order to preserve
their profit margins.

For FMCG companies that offer food & beverage and personal care products, pharmacies
represent an additional high potential channel.
In most European countries, the proportion of
pharmacy sales comprising these products is
increasing significantly. For example, the sales
mix of these categories in Italy represents 12%
of total pharmacy turnover and it is growing year
on year. The profitability of the pharmacy channel
across Europe as a whole is even higher; the average margin for the manufacturer being 30-55%
of the consumer price. Finally, para-pharmacies,
which sell the full range of products sold in the
pharmacies but not prescription drugs, are also
growing rapidly in number. In some European
countries, the number of para-pharmacy stores
has increased 10-fold between January 2007
and 2010.
Although life sciences and FMCG businesses
have already developed a product portfolio that
is suitable for the pharmacy channel, some of
these companies still do not consider pharmacies as a viable opportunity. This is because
there are significant challenges to successfully
exploiting the channel in addition to the usual
challenges to driving sales in other channels. In
some countries, including Italy, the pharmacies
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are highly fragmented with very few consolidated
buying groups, chains or distribution agreements. Pharmacies also require a high service
level – orders placed today must be delivered
within 24 - 48 hours – and customers typically
order small quantities, causing high logistics
costs for the manufacturers. In addition to this,
pharmacy store managers and owners in certain
countries have their share of business legally
guaranteed as a certain proportion of the population. This can mean that they are less proactive
in reaching out to consumers.
However, on a positive note, potential pharmacy
business is evolving: the proportion and mix of
non-pharmaceutical products is increasing rapidly, making it an ideal time to consider new ways
of approaching customers. Deep knowledge of
the channel, combined with a carefully structured
approach, can secure effective entry into the
pharmacies market and support highly profitable
operations.

Critical success factors in the
pharmacy channel
If both life sciences and FMCG companies are to
succeed in the pharmacy channel, they need to
rely on a specific blend of those critical success
factors (CSFs) which characterize success in the
traditional consumer and healthcare markets.
As in the consumer markets, it is crucial that
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businesses set the right price, determine the optimum level of trade spending, select the correct
product mix, run strong advertising campaigns,
provide good customer service and an effective
sales force. As in the healthcare markets, it is
important that both pharmacists and specialists
have clear information and see the added value
of the product over competitors. It is also crucial
to understand the customer potential in both
markets and to invest resources in building long
term relationships where that potential is highest.
Life sciences and FMCG offer a wide variety of
products in pharmacies. These include drugs
provided by life sciences companies, which can
only be sold with a prescription from a GP or
specialist, plus over-the-counter (OTC) selfmedication products from FMCG businesses.
FMCG companies also offer more functional food
and personal care products in the pharmacies.
Table 1 shows how the significance of the CSFs
can vary depending on the type of product under
consideration. However, it is not only the product
and service attributes that bring revenue for life
sciences and FMCG businesses (price, quality,
delivery, and the marketing thereof). It is also the
coherence and effectiveness of the commercial strategy – such as accurate segmentation,
targeting with the right portfolio and information,
efficient and right-sized sales forces, plus good
planning and implementation – that brings success to the pharmacy channel across all of these
product categories.

A structured approach
Experience of supporting life sciences and FMCG
to enter and maximize profits in the pharmacy
market shows that there are five main phases
in developing and implementing the required
strategy:
1. Product portfolio definition and market
analysis;
2. Pharmacies segmentation and targeting;
3. Sales force sizing and route to market
identification;
4. Route to market selection and business
planning;
5. Implementation.
1. Product portfolio definition and market analysis
The first phase of the entry strategy is to identify
the product portfolio with the highest potential
for that channel. This can be done within the
existing R&D and marketing processes of the
company but should also take into account the
special characteristics of the channel.
In particular, the products should add real value
not only to the final customers but also to the
pharmacists. These professionals are keen not
only to maximize profits (product rotation, price
and trade discounts are the key target indicators)
but also to reduce the management complexity
of their suppliers (service level plus contract
terms and conditions are the main target indicators here). Due to the evolving nature of consumer expectations when it comes to the sort
of products that they want to buy in pharmacies, this should not be a one-off definition but
an ongoing activity. For example, consumers
are increasingly opting to buy healthy foods,
nutrition-related products and other consumer
goods from their pharmacist. To support this
new product mix, pharmaceutical companies
also need to develop their marketing approach in
tandem, drawing on traditional FMCG methods,
such as product promotions and merchandising.

It is in this phase that a detailed market analysis
should be conducted to define the medium and
long term potential for the company. The analysis
should consider the key trends in the market,
the competitive arena and the value attributes
in which the industry is investing. The targeted
output of this phase will be the best product
portfolio for the pharmacy channel and its market
potential over the medium to long term.
2. Pharmacy segmentation and targeting
The second phase is to segment and target the
pharmacies effectively. This phase is crucial for
maximizing profits from the channel and great
emphasis should be placed on accurately calculating pharmacy potential. The problem is particularly acute in highly fragmented markets where
companies will only see big returns by focusing
on the highest potential pharmacies and must
invest heavily to develop strong relationships with
them. Even if market research companies offer
data on the topic, careful attention should be
invested in customizing these generic indices to
the core product categories of the company. This
requires specific algorithms that consider critical
factors distinctive to the company in question, as
well as general market databases. For instance,
for a company selling skin products, the algorithm might increase the potential of those
pharmacies that are located next to dermatology
clinics and hospitals.
Once the true pharmacy potentials have been
calculated, these should be segmented into
clusters on that basis. The appropriate visit
parameters and activities can then be selected
for each segment, the guiding idea being that
the highest potential segment receives the
greatest investment. The output of this phase
is segmentation on the basis of potential, along
with specific visit frequencies and durations,
activities and investments.
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3. Sales force sizing and route to market
identification
Once the pharmacies have been segmented and
assigned the appropriate visits, the company can
size its sales force accordingly. This can be done
by comparing the total number of hours needed
on a yearly basis to cover the segments with
the determined number and duration of visits,
against the total number of hours available on a
yearly basis per FTE. This comparison results in
the total number of FTEs required. The calculation is theoretical and does not take into account
geographical constraints. For instance, if the
assigned territories are too large then the salesman will be spending more time in the car and
accordingly less in the pharmacy. However, factoring in these sorts of constraints can deliver a
clear definition of the size of sales force needed.
Having sized the sales force, the company needs
to identify the best route to market. There are at
least four choices here. The company can take a
direct route to market, meaning that all reps are
either employed by the company or are fully dedicated sales agents. Taking this option is comparable to using third party logistics operators for
distribution. Given the significant fragmentation of
the pharmacy market in countries such as Italy,
it may not be optimal or even feasible to manage
deliveries within the company’s own logistics network. Alternatively, the company could work via
wholesalers, meaning that it does not employ its
own sales force and the distribution is managed
by third parties. These wholesalers may also perform commercial activities such as direct mailing
or training sessions. A third option is to work
with dealers, whereby the sales force is managed directly by a third party that also manages
distribution (in some cases the dealer in turn may
use third party wholesales and logistics operators). Finally, the company could outsource its
sales operations. Whichever option the company
takes, it is vital to recognize that they cannot
serve fragmented pharmacy markets in the usual
way. To deliver such a high service level and such
small quantities is usually too costly to return a
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healthy profit. Of course, a company might also
decide to take a tiered approach, adopting one
solution for its biggest customers and another for
the lower potential segments.
The output of this phase is the required size of
the sales force and a description of the alternative routes to market, along with detailed options.

4. Route to market selection and business
planning
The alternative routes to market identified above
have pros and cons that must be carefully
considered in light of the specific needs of the
business (Table 2.).
When selecting the best route to market,

5. Implementation
The last phase of the project approach is about
implementing the business plan. It involves:
Drafting a detailed implementation plan
(activities, owners, tools and milestones);
Developing the product portfolio (including
possible R&D activities);

businesses should consider quantitative aspects
as well as the qualitative ones. In other words,
all costs (both fixed and variable) and benefits
must be identified and processed to build a P&L
on a multi-year horizon for every type of route to
market. Through this sort of business planning
it is possible to calculate the ROI of the venture
and choose the route to market accordingly.

Upgrading the internal processes and
organization (some professional roles may
be missing in the company and the in charge
of the pharmacies must be developed);
Scouting and selecting the potential partners
(wholesalers, dealers and third party field
forces).
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It is normally best for implementation to be
executed through a dedicated PMO so that
management do not lose focus on their current
business.

STRATEGY

The following table outlines the overall project
approach.

From Strategy
to Execution
By Stefan Stötter

What can be achieved?
Companies that apply this approach rigorously
can reap great rewards. For example, in a recent
partnership between Tefen and a global medical devices company, the company was able to
overcome margin erosion in its traditional hospital
channel and, by tackling the pharmacy channel,
increased profits by one third.
The business had been facing serious challenges
in many major European countries. In some
cases more than 80% of their total revenue came
from the hospital channel, in which potential
sales and margins were in decline due to fierce
price competition and cost containment policies
from the NHS. The remaining 20% of revenues
already came from pharmacies, but this was
under threat from a competitor launching a new
product with the same active ingredient but not
requiring a prescription. Moreover, many other
competitors were strengthening their presence in
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the pharmacy channel, stealing market share and
capitalizing on synergies and spill-over effects
from their presence in the hospital channel.
In order to reverse this decline in market position, sales and margins, the company sought to
assess the potential of the pharmacy channel
and define a successful entry strategy. On the
basis of the structured approach described in
this article, the company is now on track to grow
revenues by 25% and operating margins by
33%, as part of a 5-year growth strategy.
As we have seen, there are big rewards available
for companies exploiting the pharmacy channel.
However, the competition is already on the playing field and employing aggressive tactics. A customized and structured approach is the only way
to successfully capture a share of the rewards
and forge ahead of the rest.
Pete Caldwell, Partner, Tefen UK
Gareth Fitzgerald, Business Development Manager, Tefen UK
Marco Occhetta, Direktor, Tefen Italy

”How Basic Tools Help to Define and Develop a Long-Term Strategy”
The main objective of any healthy business in
a free market economy is to establish itself securely in the marketplace and gain a competitive
edge over its peers. To ensure that the success
achieved is sustainable, organizations need to
define a strategy or ”guidebook” by which to
achieve their corporate goals. Without a clear
but sophisticated course of action and attainable
targets to aim for, businesses and their staff will
fight a losing battle to uphold motivation and efficient working practices.
However, it is not easy to define the right
long-term strategy when many of the developments and trends on which companies rely are
unpredictable and subject to constant change.
To position a corporate strategy on a sound

foundation, uncertain factors must be replaced
with a basis which allows us to reliably assess
and forecast the future right now.
Placing a strategy on a firm footing is only the
first step. Even the best guidelines need to be
regularly reviewed and updated and this monitoring process should be anchored as firmly in
the corporation as the strategy itself. Optimum
strategy-finding therefore incorporates both the
targets and the measures for achieving these,
plus the day-to-day procedures for keeping the
strategy alive and kicking.
Tefen follows this approach when overhauling the
strategy finding processes at its customer companies. In one case, our mission was to totally
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